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Abstract

Improving health outcomes for concussed athletes and others requires self-reporting

symptoms; not reporting risks second-impact syndrome and death. However, concus-

sions in adolescents and young adults are often underreported. We treat reporting as

a risky decision, extending predictions of fuzzy-trace theory (FTT). We hypothesize

that low SES indirectly interferes with the development of cognitive skills that reduce

unhealthy risky decision making. Specifically, we expect that SES may be related to

intentions to report a concussion because low SES delays development of cognitive

gist processing that reduces risk-taking. Adolescents in high-school and young adults

in college (n = 1211) answered questions about concussion knowledge, concussion

attitudes, and cognitive scales based on FTT: categorical thinking and endorsement

of gist principles about risk. Overall, for each of the two age groups, and for athletes

as well as nonathletes, SES was associated with reporting intentions, and this associa-

tion was mediated by the three psychological predictors we tested: gist processing,

concussion knowledge, and concussion attitudes. Results are consistent with lower

SES reducing opportunities for normative cognitive development, the latter charac-

terized by developmental increases in gist processing about risk. Hence, consistent

with hypotheses, gist processing, concussion knowledge, and healthier attitudes

about concussions were each associated with greater intentions to report concus-

sions. Although educational initiatives currently focus on rote knowledge and healthy

attitudes, future interventions to reduce concussion underreporting could benefit

from explaining the gist of risk, especially to low SES youth, adapting successful

FTT-based risk-reduction curricula from other domains.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) have grown in importance as a health

issue in the United States. TBIs contribute to permanent disability and

injury-related deaths (McLendon et al., 2016; Mez et al., 2017).

An estimated 2.5 million Americans sustain a TBI each year

(Frieden et al., 2014). Emergency department visits for concussions, a

type of TBI, increased annually among children and adolescents until
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2012–2018, mainly due to contact sports (Waltzman et al., 2020; see

also Broglio & Puetz, 2008; Gerberich et al., 1983; Howell et al., 2013;

Kurča et al., 2006). Confirmed diagnoses of reported concussions are

high, but this is the tip of the iceberg: although reporting of concussions

may have increased due to wider recognition of their consequences,

many concussions remain unreported (Meier et al., 2015).

An untreated concussion has important implications for the

developing brain and may cause deficiencies in cognitive processes

and behavior (Covassin & Elbin, 2010; Giza & Hovda, 2014; Khurana &

Kaye, 2012). In fact, a concussion can have long-term consequences,

including symptoms similar to Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's

disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Faden & Loane, 2015;

Gardner & Yaffe, 2015; Jafari et al., 2013). Reporting concussion

symptoms immediately improves brain recovery (e.g., by removing

athletes from play) and is necessary to reduce consequences such as

second-impact syndrome, poor quality of life, and early death

(Anderson et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). Given the deleterious

effects associated with an unreported concussion, it is necessary to

elucidate the factors influencing reporting behaviors especially consid-

ering that many healthcare professionals rely heavily on self-reported

symptoms for a clear diagnosis and appropriate treatment.

The prevalence of concussion underreporting is surprising consid-

ering its short- and long-term health effects (Khurana & Kaye, 2012;

Webbe & Barth, 2003). Because reporting improves concussion out-

comes, researchers have attempted to pinpoint underlying reasons for

underreporting. One may reasonably suspect that increasing concus-

sion knowledge reduces the likelihood that a person underreports due

to the awareness of negative consequences. While some studies have

found no relationship between concussion knowledge and intentions

to report or self-reported nonreporting (Chinn & Porter, 2016;

Kroshus, Baugh, et al., 2015; Kroshus, Garnett, et al., 2015), other

studies, often using different or more reliable measures of concussion

knowledge, have found a significant relationship (Donnell et al., 2018;

Garavito et al., 2020; Register-Mihalik et al., 2018). Thus, because null

effects are indeterminate, on balance, knowledge appears to be

related to underreporting. However, although relevant knowledge is

generally needed to determine specific symptoms associated with a

concussion, it might not be sufficient to change concussion reporting

or intentions to report.

In addition to knowledge, studies have focused on the theories of

reasoned action and planned behavior, that is, on psychosocial aspects

of intentions to report concussions (Kroshus et al., 2014; Register-

Mihalik, Linnan, et al., 2013). However, using these theories as a con-

ceptual framework leaves a fair amount of the variance unexplained in

concussion reporting (Register-Mihalik, Linnan, et al., 2013). In this

study, we incorporate fuzzy-trace theory (FTT) to capture important

unexplained variance in concussion reporting.

2 | FUZZY-TRACE THEORY

FTT posits that decision making is based on two types of representa-

tions of information, which are encoded and retrieved separately: the

bottom-line meaning or “gist” and precise representations of superfi-

cial details or “verbatim,” and each supports analogous reasoning

(Reyna, 2012; Reyna & Brainerd, 2011; Wilhelms & Reyna, 2013). Gist

processing is the more developmentally advanced form of reasoning

that reflects education, culture, beliefs, and other life experiences

(Reyna & Farley, 2006). Increasing reliance on gist, as opposed to ver-

batim, processing generally predicts healthier intentions and behaviors

(Blalock & Reyna, 2016).

Decisions about risk have classically been analyzed as tradeoffs

between risk and reward (see Rahimi-Golkhandan et al., 2017).

According to FTT, verbatim processing supports trading degrees of

risk for degrees of reward because finer distinctions are processed as

contrasted with simple qualitative meaning represented in gist.

Although adolescents and adults process both gist and verbatim rep-

resentations, adolescents are more likely to rely on finer distinctions

when making decisions, whereas adults are more likely to rely on gist

processing. An example that highlights the developmental shift in

processing is being confronted with the risk of becoming infecting

with the human immunosuppression virus (HIV) from a single act of

unprotected sex. Considering that the risk of HIV is low in this situa-

tion, adolescents may perceive that the benefits outweigh the risks of

unprotected sex. Crucially, adolescents are often aware of the risk but

trade off risk against potential rewards (Reyna & Farley, 2006). In con-

trast, adults rely on a categorical gist representation of risk: it only

takes once to get HIV. The developmental shift described above does

not mean that adolescents are superior quantitative thinkers. Instead,

compared with adults, adolescents are more likely to rely on precise

details, to trade degrees of risk for degrees of reward, rather than

respond categorically (Kwak et al., 2015).

Prior research has supported the idea that increased reliance on

meaningful gist processing, and not more precise verbatim processing,

is protective against maladaptive risk taking (Mills et al., 2008; Rivers

et al., 2008; White et al., 2015; Wilhelms & Reyna, 2013). Accordingly,

FTT suggests that verbatim processes are likely to reduce concussion-

reporting intentions and subsequent behavior, whereas gist processes

are likely to have the opposite effect. Aligned with the HIV example,

the risk of severe brain damage or death from an unreported concus-

sion is low but catastrophic. Thus, concussion reporting should be

encouraged by thinking of these consequences categorically, as

opposed to degrees of potential harm that trade off against the

rewards of playing sports. In addition, risks become categorical with

repeated exposure to risks; although one exposure to unprotected sex

has a low risk of pregnancy, those risks add up quickly and become a

virtual certainty in about a year for most young people (see Reyna &

Mills, 2014). Once one can “get the gist” that low risks add up and

become a categorical inevitability with repetition, unhealthy risk-

taking can be reduced or avoided (Reyna et al., 2015).

Gist representations also curtail unhealthy risk-taking by allowing

decision makers to more easily access their values that promote

health (e.g., Fujita & Han, 2009). Per FTT, core values are represented

as vague or fuzzy long-term memories, such as “Getting an incurable

disease is bad” or “Avoid risk of brain damage.” Categorical represen-
tations of risk serve as cues to retrieve gisty representations of values
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or principles in long-term memory, which supports their application in

risky decision making. The combined contributions of knowledge of

risks, categorical thinking about risk, and retrieval (and application) of

healthy values facilitate developmentally advanced gist-based

intuition that reduces unnecessary risk-taking (Mills et al., 2008;

Reyna & Mills, 2014).

In summary, FTT predicts that with the accumulation of knowl-

edge, insight, and life experiences during development, people

become more inclined to base their decisions on simple gist represen-

tations and principles as opposed to more precise mental representa-

tions (Reyna et al., 2011; Reyna et al., 2014; Reyna & Farley, 2006).

Categorical gist representations of decision options and healthy gist

principles fit together like a lock and key with respect to memory

retrieval (gist representations cue relevant gist principles), which safe-

guards against unhealthy risk taking. Gist representations have been

shown to endure over time, to be easier to mentally manipulate and

to be less subject to interference (e.g., from high arousal or emotion)—

all of which should help decision-makers make healthy decisions

(Reyna & Brainerd, 2011).

3 | WHY SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
MATTERS

SES refers to differences in education, income, and occupation that

have ramifications for healthy growth and development. As currently

operationalized, education and income are more strongly linked to

health in the United States compared with occupation (Adler &

Rehkopf, 2008). Higher SES individuals have been shown to generally

be better able to protect their health (Link & Phelan, 1995). Early cog-

nitive and learning stimulation that typically accompany higher SES

environments influence brain development, which in turn shapes

higher cognitive functions (Bradley & Corwyn, 2002; see also Johnson

et al., 2016 for a review). For example, parents who are well-off

(e.g., higher economic resources and education) are better able to pro-

vide their children with cognitively stimulating experiences (e.g., music

lessons, tutoring, and access to quality schools) that often lead to pos-

itive long-term outcomes (Guo & Harris, 2000). Longitudinal studies

suggest that income gains early in life predict improved cognitive

functioning later on (Grasset et al., 2019; Raffington et al., 2018).

Similar conclusions have been found with education (Eilertsen

et al., 2016; Gottfried et al., 2003). Conversely, being socioeconomi-

cally disadvantaged may affect developmental trajectories of reason-

ing abilities, particularly due to environmental stressors (Evans &

Kim, 2013; McEwen, 2017).

The stress response system is interconnected with decision-

making processes (Weller et al., 2014). Specifically, stress impairs

learning and memory (Lindau et al., 2016; Sandi & Pinelo-Nava, 2007).

Greater numbers of traumatic and other stressful life events coincide

with lower SES (Hatch & Dohrenwend, 2007), and there is mounting

evidence that the cumulative effects of stress and traumatic events

have negative implications for health and cognitive processes across

the lifespan, particularly causing delays in healthy development

(Kim et al., 2018). SES is also associated with unhealthy behaviors

(Pampel et al., 2010). The behavioral correlates of low SES, which is

linked to stress and, thus, developmental delays, have important impli-

cations for decisions that young athletes make about their own health.

After moderate and severe TBI, adolescents from lower-SES

families develop more behavioral and social problems than their

advantaged counterparts (Zuckerman et al., 2017). Adjusting for

relevant factors, SES was found to be a significant predictor of poor

cognitive outcome at 3 months post-concussion injury (Rabinowitz

et al., 2015). Identifying factors that promote reporting intentions is

important to limit the harmful effects of an unreported concussion,

especially in low SES individuals. A few studies have suggested SES

differences in concussion knowledge and the decision to report a

concussion injury (Wallace et al., 2017). However, there is meager

research on SES as it relates to concussion reporting (since submis-

sion, two new studies reported SES differences in concussion knowl-

edge or attitudes: Chandran et al., 2020; Salmon et al., 2020). The

processes by which SES exerts its well-attested effects are not ade-

quately understood (Bradley & Corwyn, 2002). Although SES is a use-

ful predictor of health, it is unlikely to have a direct effect but, rather,

it serves as a proxy for other direct determinants (Evans & Kim, 2010;

Luby et al., 2013; Pampel et al., 2010). There are limited studies on

how SES is associated with proximal factors of concussion reporting.

Thus, considering the deleterious effects of low SES and the wide-

spread problem of concussions, it is important to elucidate the direct

and indirect associations between SES and the willingness to report

concussive symptoms.

4 | THEORETICAL LINKS BETWEEN SES
AND CONCUSSION REPORTING
INTENTIONS: HYPOTHESIZED MEDIATORS

Lower cognitive and educational level are potential risk factors for

concussion occurrence (Teasdale & Froøsig, 2013). When compared

with adolescents with higher SES backgrounds, lower SES adolescents

were less likely to know what to do if they suspected a concussion

(Donnell et al., 2018). Given the evidence that SES and knowledge

about concussions are associated (knowledge about what to do when

it happens), a relationship between SES and reporting intentions could

plausibly be expected in adolescents and young adults. However,

what about higher SES might lead to an increased willingness to

report concussion symptoms?

Differences in concussion knowledge are one possible explana-

tion for the link between SES and reporting intentions (despite some

null results, discussed above). Annual household income and level of

education have been found to positively predict concussion knowl-

edge and access to educational programs on concussions (Cusimano

et al., 2017; Donnell et al., 2018). Furthermore, although the literature

has been inconsistent, overall, there is evidence for a relationship

between knowledge on underreporting intentions and behaviors

(Garavito et al., 2020; Register-Mihalik et al., 2018). For example,

Donnell et al. (2018) found that those who reported receiving
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concussion education were three times as likely to self-report inten-

tions to report future concussions. This yields the first hypothesis

(H1): Participants from higher SES backgrounds will tend to know

more basic facts about concussions and knowing these facts will be

associated with higher intentions to report future concussion

symptoms.

Previous work dealing with sexually transmitted diseases suggests

that SES is associated with safer attitudes, which in turn are associ-

ated with greater protective behaviors (Baker et al., 2011). In the con-

text of concussions, a few studies have suggested a relationship

between higher SES and safer concussion attitudes (Donnell

et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2015), which is linked to greater reporting inten-

tions (Kroshus et al., 2014; Register-Mihalik, Linnan, et al., 2013).

Therefore, safer attitudes about concussions may provide another

explanation as to how SES is related to reporting intentions. Thus, the

second hypothesis (H2) is that participants from higher SES back-

grounds will have safer attitudes about concussions and that having

these attitudes will be associated with higher intentions to report

future concussion symptoms.

As discussed, gist processing is generally an advanced form of risk

reasoning that predicts safer intentions and behaviors in various

health contexts (for a review see Blalock & Reyna, 2016). FTT does

not inevitably predict risk avoidance but, rather, predicts that gist

thinking reduces unhealthy decisions by capturing the essence of

decision options and by helping people access their healthy values.

According to FTT, adequate opportunity for enriching experiences

facilitates developmentally advanced cognition—gist reasoning has

been hypothesized not to be a function of age but of enriching experi-

ences (Reyna et al., 2011; Reyna et al., 2014; Reyna & Farley, 2006). If

cognitively enriching experiences are limited, then development of

advanced reasoning will, theoretically, lag. Additionally, as mentioned

earlier, there is growing evidence that low SES exacerbates stress.

This stress delays cognitive development, particularly in areas such as

decision making and memory (Kowalski & Vaught, 2003;

McEwen, 2017), and would thus delay the developmental shift

towards reliance on cognitively advanced gist processing (Reyna

et al., 2015). Through a collection of interacting mechanisms to

include among others, cognitive stimulation and stress, those from

lower-SES environments may find it difficult to engage in healthy gist-

based thinking. Findings from the work of Gamino and collaborators

suggest that when compared with students with higher SES, lower

SES students have lower gist reasoning (Gamino et al., 2014). Thus,

the third hypothesis (H3) is that participants from higher SES back-

grounds will show greater reliance on gist processing, which will in

turn be associated with higher intentions to report future concussion

symptoms. However, it is important to emphasize that our hypothesis

is not that people from low SES environments are unable to use gist

processing; we are instead predicting that, overall, people from low-

SES environments will use gist processing to a lesser degree compared

with their high-SES counterparts.

In addition, general intelligence is often related to SES such that

lower parental education and fewer financial resources lead to

lower cognitive stimulation, which results in lower IQ scores

(Hackman et al., 2010; von Stumm & Plomin, 2015) and associated

worse health outcomes (Eilertsen et al., 2016; Gottfredson, 2004;

Rindermann et al., 2010; Singh-Manoux et al., 2005; Stelzl et al., 1995)

(see also Mani et al., 2013). Numeracy has also been related to risk

decision making (Blalock & Reyna, 2016; Låg et al., 2014; Reyna

et al., 2009; Sinayev & Peters, 2015). Therefore, we also controlled for

intelligence and numeracy in additional analyses. Taken together the

prior evidence, three candidate mediators—concussion knowledge,

concussion attitudes, and gist processing—are expected to explain the

association between SES and concussion reporting intentions. Media-

tors are not thought to be mutually exclusive; however, analyzing

mediators simultaneously affords the ability to compare their indirect

effects and thereby relative contributions to the SES-reporting associa-

tion (Hayes, 2018). It should be noted that race/ethnicity and SES are

correlated in the United States (Kaufman & Cooper, 2001; Williams

et al., 2010, 2016). Given the complex relations between these two

constructs, we statistically controlled for race/ethnicity in the media-

tion analysis to determine unique contributions of SES. Although the

likelihood of sustaining a concussion is high in sports, a concussion is

possible outside of a sports context (Taylor et al., 2017). Additionally,

the work of Foster and collaborators supports the hypothesis that both

athletes and nonathletes develop cultures of concussion non-disclosure

(Foster et al., 2019). Therefore, the present study included both ath-

letes and nonathletes to provide a more inclusive perspective on the

barriers and facilitators of concussion reporting. Finally, particularly for

non-athletes, examining how participants assess the risk associated

with, and process information regarding, concussion-prone sports has

implications for public policy.

5 | METHOD

5.1 | Participants

Participants were recruited from across the United States in 16

states: Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Florida, Georgia, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,

North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Texas. Over

40 high schools and universities were contacted. To recruit athletes,

we contacted coaches and athletic directors, who were able to give us

access to recruit athletes directly (e.g., after practices). On average,

about one quarter to one half of the teams we were given access to

completed the study.

Participants were 1211 students (1079 college undergraduates

and 132 high schoolers) from various states across the United States.

Participants took part in the study for course credit (not available for

high school students), monetary compensation, or on a volunteer

basis. The mean age of college undergraduates was 19.79

(SD = 1.314) and for high schoolers 16.11 (SD = 1.357). The percent-

age of females was 69.1% in the college sample and 47.7% in the high

school sample, and a sizeable number considered themselves athletes

(46.3% and 79.5%, respectively). Among college undergraduates, the

most common racial identity was Caucasian (50.4%), followed by
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Asian (27.3%), Black/African American (13.1%), and Mixed/Other

(9.1%). Hispanics made up 10.5%. Among high schoolers, the most

common racial identity was Caucasian (50.0%), followed by

Black/African American (22.7%), Mixed/Other (17.5%), and Asian

(9.8%). Hispanics made up 30.3%. Participants who had received

(or were receiving) a free/reduced lunch was, overall, n = 276, 22.8%;

college n = 188, 17.4%; high school n = 88, 66.7%). The Institutional

Review Board of Cornell University approved the study. Participants

under 18 years of age provided informed assent (and experimenters

also obtained parental consent) whereas those 18 years of age or

older provided informed consent.

5.2 | Measures

5.2.1 | Gist: categorical thinking

The Categorical Thinking scale assessed an individual's tendency to

think categorically about risk. FTT postulates that more categorical

thinking (e.g., comparing “some” risk to “no risk”) as opposed to

weighing objective values of risks and benefits will be associated with

healthier decisions (Blalock & Reyna, 2016; Reyna et al., 2011). This

scale consists of 25 items (e.g., “Playing football to the point of getting

brain damage should be avoided at all costs; you just never want to go

there”) which participants rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from

“Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree” (see Table 1 for scoring and

Supporting Information for items). Averaged higher scores indicate

the greater tendency to think categorically about concussions. Items

were drawn from research on concussion (Garavito et al., 2020) and

adapted from other domains of risky decision making (e.g., Mills

et al., 2008; Reyna, 2008; Reyna et al., 2011; Reyna & Mills, 2014).

5.2.2 | Gist principles

The Gist Principles scale consisted of 17 items that applied to simple,

bottom-line values and principles about avoiding risks relevant to

playing sports. For example, “I should avoid risk of concussions

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics and reliabilities of the major study variables

Sample Variable M SD α

Score

SkewTheoretical Observed

Overall (n = 1211) SES 0.000 0.849 0.612 N/A −2.880–0.484 −1.745

PE 3.711 0.693 N/A 1–4 1.000–4.000 −2.517

GPR 0.000 1.000 0.916 N/A −3.154–2.819 0.177

CT 2.682 0.501 0.881 0–4 1.320–4.000 0.144

GP 2.549 0.517 0.829 0–4 0.760–3.880 0.087

CK 16.881 2.213 0.685a 0–19 4.000–19.000 −1.850

CA 58.625 7.791 0.831 15–75 36.000–75.000 −0.220

ITR 5.773 1.086 0.980 1–7 1.000–7.000 −0.966

College (n = 1079) SES 0.000 0.835 0.567 N/A −3.40–0.41 −2.188

PE 3.785 0.603 N/A 1–4 1.000–4.000 −3.069

GPR 0.000 1.000 0.916 N/A −3.280–2.808 0.162

CT 2.706 0.496 0.883 0–4 1.320–4.000 0.112

GP 2.584 0.504 0.825 0–4 0.760–3.880 0.084

CK 16.982 2.166 0.686a 0–19 4.000–19.000 −1.984

CA 58.873 7.672 0.827 15–75 39.000–75.000 −0.222

ITR 5.807 1.065 0.980 1–7 1.000–7.000 −0.993

High school (n = 132) SES 0.000 0.804 0.452 N/A −1.39–1.15 0.024

PE 3.106 1.013 N/A 1–4 1.000–4.000 −0.752

GPR 0.000 1.000 0.897 N/A −2.016–2.960 0.578

CT 2.483 0.501 0.851 0–4 1.440–3.720 0.518

GP 2.259 0.528 0.806 0–4 1.180–3.820 0.463

CK 16.053 2.419 0.650a 0–19 8.000–19.000 −1.144

CA 56.599 8.465 0.848 15–75 36.000–75.000 −0.092

ITR 5.498 1.218 0.979 1–7 1.000–7.000 −0.711

Note: CA, concussion attitudes; CK, concussion knowledge; CT, categorical thinking; GP, gist principles; GPR, gist processing; ITR, intentions to report

concussion symptoms; PE, parental education; SES, socioeconomic status.
aKuder-Richardson 20 (KR-20).
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(‘getting your bell rung’ or ‘getting dinged’).” The scale captures

values that people retrieve and then apply to the representation of

risky options to make decisions. The 5-point Likert response scale

ranged from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree” for each item

(see Table 1 for scoring and Supporting Information for items; items

were drawn from the sources indicated above). Averaged higher

scores indicate greater endorsement of risk-avoidant values related to

concussions.

5.2.3 | Concussion reporting behavioral intentions

Symptom reporting intentions were assessed by querying intentions

to report for each of the 22 symptoms listed in the Sport Concussion

Assessment Tool-5th edition (Kroshus, Garnett, et al., 2015; McCrory

et al., 2017). An example of an item from this scale is as follows: “In
the future, I intend to report my symptoms if I sustain an impact that

causes me to feel pressure in my head.” Response options were

provided on the 7-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree”
to “Strongly Agree.” Scoring can be found in Table 1. Higher averaged

scores reflect higher intentions to report concussion symptoms.

5.2.4 | Concussion knowledge

Rosenbaum and Arnett's (2010) Concussion Knowledge Index (CKI)

was used to assess how much participants knew about concussion

symptoms and post-concussion recovery. The validated 25-item scale

contained three sections. The first section included 15 true/false

items and assessed knowledge of the causes and consequences of a

concussion (e.g., “There is a possibility of death if a second concussion

occurs before the first one has healed”). The second section used

three applied true/false items to assess knowledge of the causes and

consequences of a concussion (e.g., “While playing in a game, Player

Q and Player X collide with each other and each suffers a concussion.

Player Q has never had a concussion in the past. Player X has had

4 concussions in the past. It is likely that Player Q's concussion will

affect his long-term health and well-being”). The last section included

a checklist in which participants needed to check off if they believed a

symptom was likely to occur after suffering a concussion (e.g., “Think
about someone who has had a concussion. Check off the following

signs and symptoms that you believe someone may be likely to expe-

rience AFTER a concussion”). Items from the three subscales that

were incorrectly answered received 0 points and those correctly

answered received 1 point. Scores for each item were added such

that higher scores were indicative of higher levels of concussion

knowledge.

The original version of the CKI showed low reliability (KR-

20 = .445); accordingly, a modified version of the scale with higher

reliability was used for all analyses. Items that lowered reliability of

the CKI were removed. Our revised CKI had 19 of the 25 items and

higher reliability (KR-20 = .690); items used on the revised scale are

presented in Appendix A.

5.2.5 | Concussion attitudes

Rosenbaum and Arnett's (2010) Concussion Attitudes Index was used

to assess participant's concussion attitudes. The scales assessed

agreement/disagreement with a variety of concussion practices and

policies implemented in sports. The validated 15-item scale contained

two sections. The first section contained five items that were basic

opinion items (e.g., “I feel that coaches need to be extremely cautious

when determining whether an athlete should return to play”). The
second section contained 10 items that were applied opinion items

(e.g., “Athlete H suffered a concussion and he has a game in two

hours. He is still experiencing symptoms of concussion. However,

Athlete H knows that if he tells his coach about the symptoms, his

coach will keep him out of the game. I feel that Athlete H should tell

his coach about the symptoms”). Responses were rated on the

5-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly
Agree.” Scoring can be found in Table 1. Higher scores represent

agreement with recommended practices concerning concussions.

5.2.6 | Athletic status

Self-reported athletic status was assessed with the item: “Are you a

student-athlete?” Participants recorded their responses with the fol-

lowing options: “Yes,” “No,” and “I am not a student-athlete currently,

but I used to be one.” For a subset of analyses, those who identified

themselves as currently or formerly a student-athlete were classified

as an “athlete” (scored as 1) and those otherwise were classified as a

“nonathlete” (scored as 0).

5.2.7 | SES indices

Participants reported if they have ever received free/reduced lunch

and the educational attainment of their parent(s) for a measurement

of socioeconomic status. The Child Nutrition Programs run by the fed-

eral government offers free or reduced meals in schools throughout

the United States if a household falls below an income threshold

(Mirtcheva & Powell, 2009). As the federal income poverty guidelines

are adjusted based on household size, eligibility for free or reduced

lunch is also adjusted. Receiving free/reduced lunch (0 = yes; 1 = no,

so that higher SES is scored as higher) can be a useful and reliable

proxy for household income, which is not only likely to be unknown

by adolescents but could be misreported (Ensminger et al., 2000;

Moore et al., 2000; Nicholson et al., 2014). The educational attain-

ment of parent(s) was reported in four categories: 1 = less than high

school, 2 = completed high school or equivalent, 3 = some college

after high school, and 4 = 4-year degree or more. Parental education

was computed as the highest level of education from either parent.

Aligned with prior research, a composite indicator of SES was created

by averaging the standardized values (z scores) of the two indices—

free/reduced lunch status and parental education—for each individual

(Gianaros et al., 2007; Swartz et al., 2017). Characteristics for the raw
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scores for parental education and SES measure can be found in

Table 1.

5.3 | Analytical plan

All measures were correlated with each other to determine significant

associations. To limit multicollinearity and confirm that the categorical

thinking and gist principles measures group together in theoretically

sensible ways per FTT, we then performed a principal component analy-

sis with orthogonal rotation (varimax) using the full sample (both high

school and college subsamples). Only the two gist measures—categorical

thinking and gist principles—were entered into the analysis, and the two

gist measures loaded highly on one factor for the overall, college, and

high school samples tested (see Supporting Information). The extracted

gist factor score for each participant—gist processing—was used in the

mediation analysis. Perceived risks and benefits were also included in

additional bivariate correlations (see Supporting Information).

Also, demographic variables were included as covariates in subse-

quent analyses: sex, race/ethnicity (see below), and age in overall ana-

lyses. An independent-groups t test was used to examine differences in

SES scores between race/ethnicity groups to confirm its inclusion as a

covariate. Based on the frequencies of self-reported demographics,

race/ethnicity was coded as 0 for White Non-Hispanic and 1 for non-

White and/or Hispanic. Prior empirical work suggests that athletes are

more willing to expose themselves to a high probability of concussion

risk compared with nonathletes (Garavito et al., 2019). Further, the

work of Geisner and collaborators has shown associations between

athletic involvement and increased incidence of risky health-related

behaviors (Geisner et al., 2012). Given these findings, mediation models

were run separately for athletes and nonathletes in addition to the

overall sample. The SPSS macro program developed by Preacher and

Hayes (Hayes, 2018) was then used to test the significance of indirect

effects through the three-candidate mediators. Briefly, the indirect

effect assesses the extent to which the total effect of the predictor on

the outcome variable is significantly reduced when adding potential

mediators to the model (Hayes, 2018). We tested mediators simulta-

neously by calculating 95% confidence intervals (CIs) with 5000

resamples. An effect is significant when the CI does not include zero.

Compared to other statistical methods, indirect effects that are

completely standardized allow for comparison across situations using

different metrics for independent and dependent variables (Preacher &

Kelley, 2011). We report complete standardized indirect effects in addi-

tion to standardized regression coefficients.

6 | RESULTS

6.1 | Zero-order correlations and between-groups
t tests

As predicted, parental education and free/reduced lunch variables were

found to correlate significantly with each other in the overall (r = .441,

p < .001), college (r = .395, p < .001), and high school samples (r = .292,

p < .001). As expected, in the overall sample, non-Whites/Hispanics had

significantly lower SES composite scores (M = −.20, SD = .97) than

White non-Hispanics (M = .26, SD = .56); t(1121.073) = 10.412, p < .001.

Similar differences were found in the college, t(873.893) = 9.916,

p < .001, and high school, t(130) = 3.638, p < .001, samples.

6.2 | Relationships between gist scales: principal
component analysis with orthogonal rotation

As per FTT, categorical thinking and gist principles scales loaded onto

a single component with an eigenvalue greater than 1 for the overall,

high school, and college samples. With factor loadings greater than .9

for the two measures, the extracted factor explained roughly 85% of

the total variance in all three samples. The theoretically predicted

grouping (gist processing) emerged from the principal component

analysis, but the result that gist measures share variance makes sense

theoretically and generally agrees with prior empirical evidence (Mills

et al., 2008). Higher scores on gist processing indicate the ability to

draw on less precise mental representations and to apply simple gist

values that encourage healthy decision making. The Cronbach's alpha

for all items used to create the two gist measures was very high

suggesting that the extracted factor has high reliability (see Table 1).

6.3 | Model results: relationships between SES,
mediators, and concussion reporting intentions for
overall, college, and high school samples

Figure 1 shows the estimates of the unadjusted and adjusted total

and indirect effects between SES and intentions among overall, col-

lege, and high school participants, respectively, including the three

hypothesized mediating variables. Higher SES was associated with

increases in the likelihood of having higher intentions in all three sam-

ples (total effect). When including covariates, the total effect of SES

remained significant for the overall and high school groups but

dropped slightly for the college group becoming nonsignificant. To

understand the mediating roles of concussion knowledge, concussion

attitudes, and gist processing, we first examined the distal links in H1,

H2, and H3: for the overall sample, higher SES was significantly asso-

ciated with greater knowledge, safer attitudes, and more gist

processing (panel a). Similar results were seen in the college sample

(panel c). Among high schoolers, SES did not significantly predict gist

processing; however, the relationships between SES and the other

two mediators were significant (panel e). The same mediators were

significant when including covariates (panels b, d, and f).

Next, proximal links of the H1, H2, and H3 were examined. All

three mediators predicted intentions for the overall and college sam-

ples. Although gist processing and attitudes were also significant for

high schoolers, knowledge was insignificant though identical in magni-

tude (.11 for panels a, c, and e). When including covariates, this non-

significant relationship between concussion knowledge and intentions
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became significant for high schoolers (panel f). Again, relationships

were similar when covariates were included (panels b, d, and f).

6.4 | Model results: relationships between SES,
mediators, and concussion reporting intentions for
overall athletes, college athletes, and high school
athletes

For all athlete groups, models are presented in Figure 2. The total

effect (between SES and intentions) was significant for athletes overall

and high school athletes but not college athletes (panels a, c, and e).

Relationships were generally similar controlling for covariates, though

some effects became nonsignificant (panels b, d, and f). Of note, the

total effect among athletes in high school was relatively high. For

athletes overall, all of the distal and proximal relationships were signifi-

cant with and without controlling for covariates (panels a and b). When

athletes were broken down into further subgroups, some relationships

became nonsignificant. However, the magnitudes of nonsignificant

coefficients were similar across college and high school samples

(compare panels c to e and d to f).

6.5 | Model results: relationships between SES,
mediators, and concussion reporting intentions for
overall nonathletes and college nonathletes

Analyses for nonathletes were conducted to determine whether

results were similar to those of athletes. Given the small sample size

for high school nonathletes, separate models were not created for this

subgroup (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007). Thus, Figure 3 shows the model

estimates for overall nonathletes and college nonathletes. A signifi-

cant total effect was seen in the overall nonathlete sample (panel a)

but not for college nonathletes (panel c). Among nonathletes overall,

the relationship between SES and intentions to report was mediated

by knowledge, attitudes, and gist processing regardless of the inclu-

sion of covariates (the latter, panels b and d). Thus, hypotheses H1,

H2, and H3 were supported.

For the subgroup of college nonathletes, all links in the pathways

for knowledge and attitudes (distal and proximal) were significant

(Figure 3c,d). However, SES was not significantly associated with gist

processing. However, gist processing was still a significant proximal

predictor of a nonathlete's intentions to report. Results did not change

when covariates were included.

F IGURE 1 Panels show mediation models with those on the left being unadjusted and those on the right being adjusted. We tested three
groups: (a, b) overall; (c, d) those in college; and (e, f) high schoolers. The solid line between SES and reporting intentions represents the total
association. The dotted line represents the direct association. R2 is the total amount of variance accounted for by the model. Race/ethnicity and
sex were included as covariates in panels b, d, and f. Age (years) was included as a covariate in panel b. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
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6.6 | Additional analyses

Standardized indirect effects for all models, with and without

covariates, are displayed in Table 2. The results with the standardized

indirect effects demonstrate similar significant results as displayed in

Figures 1–3, described in detail above, with only two exceptions:

without controlling for covariates, concussion knowledge did not

significantly mediate the effect of SES on intentions to report for

athletes overall nor for college athletes. When controlling for

covariates, however, the indirect effect of knowledge reached signifi-

cance in both athletes and college athletes. All other effects mirrored

those described above.

In an overall analysis of the entire sample, all indirect pathways

between SES and intentions to report remained significant

controlling for an additional cognitive factor consisting of intelligence

(as measured by the Ravens Progressive Matrices; Arthur &

Day, 1994) and numeracy (as measured by the Objective Numeracy

scale; Peters et al., 2006). The path between SES and gist processing

remained significant in athletes (.09), as did the path from gist

processing to intentions (.36), but the path from SES to gist processing

was not significant in nonathletes (.03) although the gist processing to

intentions path was significant (.28). However, the direct path

between SES and intentions to report was not significant in these ana-

lyses once this additional cognitive factor was included; hence, these

results are not reported in further detail.

In supplemental analyses on perceived risks and benefits of

sports, there were no significant correlations between perceived

benefits and gist processing (or its components), all ps > .05

(see Supporting Information). SES was significantly correlated with

perceived benefits only for high school athletes, r = .20, p < .05, but

disconfirmed the hypothesis that low SES students perceived

greater benefits from athletic participation. In fact, there were

generally no significant correlations except one result showed the

opposite: higher SES students perceived greater benefits of partici-

pating in sports.

7 | DISCUSSION

We developed and tested a model of direct and indirect influences

that links SES, psychological mediators, and concussion-reporting

intentions. Overall, for each of the two age groups (adolescents in

F IGURE 2 Panels show mediation models with those on the left being unadjusted and those on the right being adjusted. We tested three
groups: (a, b) overall athletes; (c, d) college athletes; and (e, f) high school athletes. The solid line between SES and reporting intentions represents
the total association. The dotted line represents the direct association. R2 is the total amount of variance accounted for by the model. Race/ethnicity
and sex were included as covariates in panels b, d, and f. Age (years) was included as a covariate in panel b. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
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high school and young adults in college), and for athletes as well as

nonathletes, SES was associated with reporting intentions, and this

association was fully mediated by the three psychological predictors

we tested: gist processing, concussion knowledge, and concussion

attitudes. Furthermore, all of the distal and proximal pathways in the

model were significant in these groups (Figures 1a,c, 2a, and 3a) with

the exception of the high-school students whose qualitative findings,

nevertheless, were similar to those of the other groups. These results

were similar with and without controlling for covariates. In particular,

the overall results shown in Figure 1b were robust controlling for sex,

race/ethnicity, and age.

To our knowledge, this is the first study positing and demonstrat-

ing a link between SES and reporting intentions. We hypothesized this

connection because of putative effects of SES on cognitive develop-

ment, namely, on gist processing. Specifically, we conceptualized not

reporting concussions as a risky decision, on analogy with other risky

decisions made by adolescents and young adults (e.g., Reyna

et al., 2015). Based on FTT, categorical gist processing and gist princi-

ples of risk avoidance are predicted to develop with experience from

childhood through adulthood and to promote healthy decision mak-

ing. Low SES, we hypothesized, offers fewer opportunities for

enriching experiences, on the one hand, and greater exposure to

stressors, on the other hand, delaying cognitive development (Amso &

Lynn, 2017; Kowalski & Vaught, 2003; McEwen, 2017). Consistent

with this hypothesis, Gamino et al. (2014) have documented SES dif-

ferences in gist processing. Therefore, we expected that SES operat-

ing through gist processing, such as the categorical insight that a

concussion can produce life-altering brain damage, would be associ-

ated with higher reporting intentions.

We also expected that concussion knowledge and attitudes

would have positive relationships with reporting intentions that were

distinct from those of gist processing, which were found. These pre-

dictions were based on the relevant literature on FTT, which has

found that attitudes, knowledge, and gist processing, while not

unrelated, are distinct theoretically (e.g., Cho, You, & Choi, 2018;

Reyna, 2020). Regarding proximal relationships with intentions, as per

prior work, concussion knowledge and concussion attitudes predicted

reporting intentions in expected directions (Kroshus et al., 2014;

Register-Mihalik, Guskiewicz, et al., 2013). Regarding distal relation-

ships between SES and knowledge, our findings again echo prior work

(Cusimano et al., 2017; Donnell et al., 2018), but we extend the find-

ing across age groups. With respect to the link between SES and con-

cussion attitudes, our findings are consistent with prior research

(Donnell et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2015) and with those in other domains,

such as risk attitudes toward sexually transmitted diseases and

increased likelihood of protective behaviors (Baker et al., 2011;

Donnell et al., 2018; Register-Mihalik, Guskiewicz, et al., 2013). A

strength of this work is the integration of these variables in a theoreti-

cally motivated model.

We should underline that not all pathways in the models were

significant when groups were further disaggregated into subgroups,

such as college athletes or college nonathletes, and for the smaller

sample of high school students and high school athletes. However,

results were robust controlling for age in years for the overall analysis

(Figure 1b), for athletes overall (Figure 2b), and for nonathletes overall

(Figure 3b). Therefore, considering the results as a whole, there is evi-

dence for the hypothesized distal and proximal relationships across

age from adolescence to young adulthood and in both athletes and

F IGURE 3 Panels show mediation models with those on the left being unadjusted and those on the right being adjusted. We tested two
groups: (a, b) overall nonathletes and (c, d) college nonathletes. The number of high school nonathletes was not sufficient to test the models. The
solid line between SES and reporting intentions represents the total association. The dotted line represents the direct association. R2 is the total
amount of variance accounted for by the model. Race/ethnicity and sex were included as covariates in panels b and d. Age (years) was included as
a covariate in panel b. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
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TABLE 2 Completely standardized indirect effects of SES on concussion reporting intentions

95% CI

Sample Covariates Mediator β SE LL UL

Overall (n = 1211) No GPR .040* .009 .024 .058

CK .020* .006 .010 .033

CA .068* .014 .042 .095

Yes GPR .039* .009 .022 .057

CK .016* .005 .007 .027

CA .062* .014 .035 .090

College (n = 1079) No GPR .022* .009 .004 .041

CK .015* .005 .006 .027

CA .045* .013 .021 .071

Yes GPR .023* .010 .004 .043

CK .010* .005 .002 .020

CA .034* .013 .009 .059

High school (n = 132) No GPR .019 .016 −.007 .056

CK .028 .021 −.008 .074

CA .145* .049 .050 .242

Yes GPR .027 .018 −.001 .070

CK .027 .020 −.004 .072

CA .189* .054 .083 .296

Athlete (n = 605) No GPR .049* .012 .027 .074

CK .014 .008 .000 .030

CA .073* .021 .032 .117

Yes GPR .046* .013 .023 .073

CK .010* .006 .001 .023

CA .061* .023 .019 .108

College athlete (n = 505) No GPR .032* .014 .007 .059

CK .010 .007 .000 .025

CA .032 .018 −.003 .069

Yes GPR .031* .014 .004 .059

CK .006 .006 −.003 .018

CA .017 .018 −.019 .054

High school athlete (n = 105) No GPR .018 .017 −.012 .056

CK .007 .014 −.017 .041

CA .146* .059 .027 .263

Yes GPR .028 .020 −.003 .072

CK .009 .015 −.010 .048

CA .190* .062 .067 .312

Nonathlete (n = 606) No GPR .030* .012 .007 .054

CK .026* .010 .010 .048

CA .064* .017 .033 .101

Yes GPR .031* .013 .008 .059

CK .022* .009 .007 .042

CA .056* .017 .024 .093

College nonathlete (n = 579) No GPR .018 .012 −.006 .043

CK .018* .008 .005 .036

CA .053* .016 .023 .087

(Continues)
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nonathletes. In fact, bivariate correlations showed a significant posi-

tive relationship between age and gist processing in the overall sample

(see Supporting Information). Additionally, previous work using these

FTT measures have found developmental differences supporting a

cognitive developmental interpretation of these measures (Garavito

et al., 2020). However, although we hypothesize that both age and

SES are related to variables that affect the development of gist

processing (e.g., exposure to enriching experiences), we did not find

that a developmental trend was observed for high SES but not for low

SES participants, as might be expected from some versions of our

hypothesis. However, we should clarify that our hypothesized devel-

opmental differences could be manifested: (a) early in development

but then be carried over through adolescence and young adulthood

(producing significant differences for each age group, as we observed);

(b) as cognitive underdevelopment among those low in SES but nor-

mative development for those high in SES in both adolescence and

young adulthood (also consistent with our observations); (c) as both

cognitive enrichment among those higher in SES and underdevelop-

ment among those lower in SES manifested in both adolescence and

young adulthood (again consistent with our observations). Note that

development does not have to be flat for any group under any

hypothesis because we do not claim that SES is the only factor that

affects cognitive development, which means that our hypotheses are

consistent with a variety of monotonic patterns (some of which we

have spelled out). We also do not claim that underdevelopment is an

immutable trait; underdevelopment could be reversible at any stage

of life. Our results support the conclusion that, overall, people from

low SES environments use developmentally advanced gist processing

to a lesser degree compared with those from high-SES environments.

Although these results support the hypothesis of a developmental

delay, we are not claiming that there is an inability to use gist

processing in those from low SES environments. Future studies exam-

ining the interaction between SES and developmental trends in gist

processing across a wider age range and SES range would be worth-

while to test alternative hypotheses about the nature of developmen-

tal changes. The impact of SES on gist processing might change as

people age. Nevertheless, the evidence presented in this study is con-

sistent with the hypothesis that gist processing, knowledge, and atti-

tudes reflect influences of SES, which in turn influence intentions to

report concussions across groups. Demonstrating the generality of

findings for athletes and nonathletes is important because not all

concussions occur in the context of sports (Faul et al., 2010;

Haarbauer-Krupa et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2017), though the risk of

repetitive brain injury is relatively high in contact sports.

We should also point out that the size of the total effect linking

SES and intentions to report was generally small, which makes sense

given the broad effects of SES and the presence of many other factors

in an individual's life; the largest relationships were observed for high

school students (Figure 1e,f) and high school athletes (Figure 2e,f).

Indeed, coefficients reflecting proximal effects related to psychologi-

cal predictors were often larger than those reflecting distal effects

related to SES. Among other factors, individuals may experience direct

pressure not to report concussions, thereby decreasing intentions (see

Garavito et al., 2020).

It is important to note that we are not claiming that other aspects

of SES do not influence a person's intentions to report concussion

symptoms. This balance may be particularly important when individ-

uals (especially adolescents) are relying more on more precise (toward

verbatim) processing, which encourages trading off risks and benefits

(Reyna & Farley, 2006).

An additional limitation of this study is a cross-sectional and cor-

relational design, ultimately precluding causal inferences (Agler &

Boeck, 2017). Although gist processing (as well as knowledge and atti-

tudes) have been shown to affect self-reported risk taking in other

domains using experimental designs (e.g., Blalock & Reyna, 2016;

Reyna & Mills, 2014), such a causal link has not been established for

concussions. Gist processing would be expected to be helpful even in

the common context of high arousal accompanying playing sports

(Chinn & Porter, 2016; Kroshus, Garnett, et al., 2015) because such

thinking is resistant to effects of emotion and stress (Rivers

et al., 2008). The concept of gist processing might also apply to think-

ing such as “No pain, no gain” or “You have to do what it takes to be

a champion” or “The Team, the Team, the Team!”—although some of

these might refer more to gist representations of values rather than to

categorical thinking per se. Nevertheless, in the athletics world, these

kinds of categories—as opposed to detailed cost–benefit analyses—

might be causing some athletes to underreport. That is, although prior

research has suggested that thinking about unhealthy risks progresses

from more precise to more gist-based, reducing unhealthy risk-taking,

some gist representations might promote risk-taking. For example,

prior research indicated that, in the context of sexually transmitted

infections, people inappropriately generalized the wrong gist about

TABLE 2 (Continued)

95% CI

Sample Covariates Mediator β SE LL UL

Yes GPR .019 .014 −.007 .047

CK .012* .007 .001 .028

CA .041* .017 .010 .076

Abbreviations: CA, concussion attitudes; CI, confidence interval; CK, concussion knowledge; GPR, gist processing; LL, lower limit; UL, upper limit.

Note: SE and 95% CI were estimated using bootstrapping with n = 5000 resamples. Race/ethnicity, sex, and age (years) were included as covariates for the

overall, nonathlete, and athlete subsamples (if specified). Age was not a covariate for either high school, high school athlete, and college subsamples.
*p < .05.
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condoms' effectiveness against fluid-borne disease to diseases that

are transferred skin-to-skin (Reyna & Adam, 2003).

Another limitation of the present work is the relatively limited

range of SES; the high school sample was more diverse in SES than

the college sample, although both encompassed a range of back-

grounds, including students from disadvantaged backgrounds receiv-

ing full financial aid. Compared with the full range of SES conditions in

the United States, however, there were fewer participants classified

as low SES in the present study. Consequently, this may have reduced

our power to detect significant effects that we may have otherwise

seen in subgroups. In addition, behavioral intentions, rather than

actual behavior, was used as the outcome variable. However, as in

many behavioral domains, intentions to report concussions tend to

predict reporting behavior (Kroshus, Baugh, et al., 2015).

In summary, our results are well-aligned with research showing

links among SES, cognitive functioning, and health outcomes (Adler &

Rehkopf, 2008; Duncan & Magnuson, 2012; Raizada &

Kishiyama, 2010). To our knowledge, the current study is the first to

detail an association between SES and concussion reporting inten-

tions, approaching the latter as a risky decision. Building on FTT and

prior research on concussion reporting, findings are consistent with

the hypotheses that concussion knowledge, concussion attitudes, and

gist processing are distinct and explain how being socioeconomically

disadvantaged compromises reporting intentions. Although SES is

related to knowledge, knowledge is not sufficient in explaining the link

between SES and intention; the effects of SES go beyond educational

opportunities to accumulate health facts, though such knowledge is

important. Gist processing matters for health not because of specific

knowledge or attitudes alone, but rather because it is a way of think-

ing about risk that promotes healthy decisions. Our findings add

explanatory and theoretically motivated mechanisms to a large litera-

ture demonstrating how those higher in SES are on a developmental

pathway that promotes favorable health outcomes.
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APPENDIX A.

Concussion knowledge items

1 In order to be diagnosed with a concussion, you have to be knocked out.

2 A concussion can only occur if there is a direct hit to the head.

3 Being knocked unconscious always causes permanent damage to the brain.

4 Symptoms of a concussion can last several weeks.

5 Sometimes a second concussion can help a person remember things that were forgotten after the first concussion.

6 If you receive one concussion and you have never had a concussion before, you will become less intelligent.

7 Concussions can sometimes lead to emotional disruptions.

8 There is rarely a risk to long-term health and well-being from multiple concussions.

9 It is likely that player Q's concussion will affect his long-term health and well-being.

10 It is likely that player X's concussion will affect his long-term health and well-being.

11 Even though player F is still experiencing the effects of the concussion, her performance will be the same as it would be had she not suffered a

concussion.

12 Headache

13 Sensitivity to light

14 Difficulty remembering

15 Drowsiness

16 Feeling in a “fog”

17 Feeling slowed down

18 Difficulty concentrating

19 Dizziness

Note: Items are from Rosenbaum and Arnett's (2010) Concussion Knowledge scale. The last section included a list of symptoms (12–19 above) that

respondents checked off as follows: “Think about someone who has had a concussion. Check off the following signs and symptoms that you believe

someone may be likely to experience AFTER a concussion.” (p. 55).
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